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specific enough. Our goals for work can
happen or not happen just like personal
goals. Drivers, Dispatchers to Accounting
to Safety. All of us I am sure have goals as
Jimmy Andrus
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ome of you may have heard of the
FMCSA Clearinghouse, for those of you
who have not heard, here is a brief explanation.

the federal government and motor carriers
understand whether a commercial driver is
currently prohibited from performing safety
-sensitive functions due to drug or alcohol
use.

The FMCSA (Federal Motor Carrier Safety
Administration) rolled out a new program
called Clearinghouse, and it will usher in
some big changes for trucker drivers.

In layman’s terms it will keep impaired drivers from obtaining employment as Commercial Drivers and as a result will make the
roads safer for all of us.

This is a big change for our industry and one
that has been talked about for a very long
time. The final rule date was August of 2019
and the date that it was in force was January 6, 2020.

I’m not looking for a job, do I still need to
register for the Clearinghouse. ?
FMCSA officials stressed that this query
“must be conducted as part of a preemployment driver investigation, and at least
annually for current employees.

The Clearinghouse is a secure online database that gives employers, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA),
State Driver Licensing Agencies (SDLAs),
and State law enforcement personnel realtime information about commercial driver’s
license (CDL) and commercial learner’s permit (CLP) holders’ drug and alcohol program
violations.

Just as we run Motor Vehicle Reports annually per FMCSA regulations this is another
annual requirement that employers will be
required to check and keep as part of the
Driver Qualification file. So yes, even if you
are not looking for a job now you still need
to register for the Clearinghouse.

The Clearinghouse contains records of violations of drug and alcohol prohibitions in 49
CFR Part 382, Subpart B, including positive
drug or alcohol test results and test refusals. When a driver completes the return-toduty (RTD) process and follow-up testing
plan, this information is also recorded in the
Clearinghouse.

If you do not register for the Clearinghouse
by the time the employer runs an annual report for each driver, the employer is required to take the driver out of the Safety
Sensitive Position. Because no information
started going into the Clearinghouse until
January 2020 employers have been encouraged to do their annual run somewhere between the middle and the end of the year.
Lastly, a few notes about registering.

What is the purpose of the Clearinghouse?
The Drug and Alcohol Clearinghouse is an
online database created by the FMCSA, a
subsection of the U.S. Department of
Transportation (DOT). It’s designed to help

The driver will register and be tracked by
your Commercial Driver’s License number not
by social security number.
Continue on page 3
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It is imperative that you input your information as it is on your CDL. Please make sure
that you enter your full name as it appears on
your driver’s license and that you enter letter or numbers from your license correctly.
No one can register for you except you. We
will certainly help you in any way we can, but
we cannot register for you.

to register and there is also quite a bit more
information for you to read if you would like,
as well as some frequently asked questions.
https://clearinghouse.fmcsa.dot.gov/register
If you have any questions about registering
or would like help, please contact Lynn
Shrum, Holly Mickelsen or Brady Argyle.

When you register you must have an email
address to set up your account.

Lynn Shrum
VP of Safety and Human Resources

Lastly, here is the website address for you

PERMITS
Make sure permits on your truck are updated for 2020.
Oregon no longer requires you to have a paper copy of the permit.
Everything is now done on their website. However, new trucks that are running without a license plate do need to have an Oregon weight receipt paper permit in their
permit books. Once they have a license plate installed, they will need to inform the
office, so we can make the adjustment on the website.

PAYROLL CHANGE ON
REIMBURSEMENTS
Scale tickets need to be paid with the Comdata card. If a location does not
accept the card, then a PO through dispatch needs to be obtained in
order to be reimbursed. All personal money used for company expenses need a PO and a receipt in order to be reimbursed.
Sisy Reed
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Hours of Service
Currently the Biggest problems we are having is the proper use of Personal Conveyance
and logging and noting On Duty time.

Personal Conveyance
What is it and how can I use it?

2. The guidance allows for “authorized use
of CMV to travel home after working at
an offsite location.” What is meant by
the term “offsite” when used in this context?

A topic of conversation that seems to come up daily
in my world is that of Personal Conveyance. Recently after a discussion with one of our drivers on
this topic I went looking for another resource to
help me and all of us understand personal conveyance better.

The term refers to a location, other than
a carrier’s terminal or a shippers or
receiver’s facility, where a driver works
for a temporary period on a particular job.
Specifically, this term is intended for construction and utility companies that set
up base camps near a major job and operate from there for days or weeks at a time.
These remote locations are considered
“offsite” locations. Therefore, travel between home and that offsite location is
considered commuting time and qualifies
as personal conveyance. *The work that
Andrus Transportation drivers does
not qualify for use of Personal Conveyance to travel home. Typically what
we find is drivers use this to get home
or to a terminal when their clock has
run out, that is considered extending
your clock and that is misuse of the
rule.

In the search, I found what I feel best explains the
question and issues that we face currently daily regarding personal conveyance. This information is
straight from the “ horse’s mouth” or the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration.
I may add a few sentences to a few of these, but I will
notate that by adding an * at the beginning of my
statement. Please pay attention to question 1, 2, 6
and 8 these are the most debated and misused Personal Conveyances issues that we deal with.

Here we go,
1. May a driver, who drops his or her last
load at a receiver’s facility use personal
conveyance to return to their normal
work location (i.e. home or terminal)?
No. Returning home or to the terminal from
a dispatched trip is a continuation of the
trip, and therefore cannot be considered
personal conveyance.

Continued on Page 5
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3. Is Personal Conveyance treated any differently when the driver is hauling hazardous materials?

amount of time for your trip and are
attempting to extend your clock. My
last conversation about this was just
this week the driver was in and out of
the shipper – receiver within fifteen
minutes ran out of time and then use
PC to get to the yard. That tells me
that the plan was to use personal conveyance before the driver ever got to
the receiver. Planning less than 15
minutes to be in and out and parked is
not logical in any trip planning situation.

No. There is no restriction on personal conveyance regarding hazardous materials
transportation, provided that the driver
complies with provisions of 49 CFR parts
177 and 397.
4. How is Personal Conveyance time calculated in the hours of service rules?
Time spent under Personal Conveyance
is off duty time.
5. May a driver use Personal Conveyance
when they run out of available (driving/
on-duty) hours?

6. Are there maximum distance time or
distance limits for the use of personal
conveyance?

No, except for the one exception described
in the guidance where a driver who runs
out of hours while at a shipper’s or receiver’s facility may drive from that facility to a nearby, safe location to park, provided that the driver allows adequate
time to obtain rest in accordance with
daily minimum off-duty periods under
the Hours of Service rules from beginning to drive. Personal conveyance is
those times where a driver operates solely for a non-business purpose and cannot
be used to extend the duty day. *
When using personal conveyance under these terms it is only to be used if
you have been held past a reasonable
amount of time at a shipper or receiver. Two hours or beyond is a good
rule of thumb. It is not logical to plan
a trip where you are expecting to
spend a minimum of an hour at a shipper or receiver and still make it to
safe parking. Using personal conveyance regularly in this manner appears
you are not planning an adequate

No. However, it is important to note that
the provision in 392.3 of the FMCSR’s,
prohibiting operation of a motor vehicle
while fatigued, continues to apply. Therefore, a driver must get adequate rest before returning to driving. * Please note
that no company is required to have
Personal Conveyance available to drivers. That is a decision made by the
company.
Andrus Transportation currently allows 30 minutes of Personal Conveyance for each 24-hour period.
7. If a driver picks up the commercial
motor vehicle from a repair facility once
the repairs are complete, would the driver be allowed to use personal conveyance
to their residence from the repair shop?
No , travel for repair and maintenance
work is being done in the furtherance of
the business and is considered On Duty
Time.

Continued on Page 6
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8. Can a loaded vehicle be used as personal
conveyance?

10. Can a driver be inspected during personal conveyance? If so, what is the driver’s
duty status during the inspection?

Yes. Determining personal conveyance is
based on the nature of the movement, not
whether the vehicle is laden. * Refer to
number 5.

Yes, Since the driver is still subject to the
FMCSR’S, the driver or vehicle can be inspected. The driver’s duty status would be
“on-duty, not driving” during the inspection.

9. Can personal conveyance time to be combined with other off-duty time to complete a 10 or 34-hour break?

Again, this is not an interoperation, this is
from the FMCSA. I think this gives all
of us very clear guidelines on what Personal Conveyance can be used for.

Yes, since PC is off-duty time. However, it is
important to note that the provision in
392.3 of the FMCSR’S, prohibiting the operation of a commercial vehicle while ill or
fatigued continues to apply.

Thank You
Allison Kelly
AKA—The Log Lady
Lynn Shrum
VP of Safety and Human Resources
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Proper “DROP” and “HOOK” Procedures
for Making Life Easier.

I

t has been brought up by several of our
new drivers that not everyone is used to
having the option of dropping the rear air
bags to help with dropping and hooking
trailers. If every driver is on the same page it
will help Andrus in several ways; First, it
will reduce our work comp claims and injuries to drivers. Second, it will reduce accidental damage to trucks and trailers. Third it
will help drivers be more efficient which
means more time on the roadways.

the trailer height and adjust accordingly.
Once it is at proper height, back under the
trailer and lock in place. Flip the switch back
to raise the rear suspension. This will lift the
trailer so the landing gear will be off the
ground. This allows you to then quickly retract the landing gear with no weight on
them. Get under the trailer to visually inspect the fifth wheel and make sure it is
locked. Then proceed to do a tug test and
continue with your normal hooking / pretrip procedures.

Dropping a trailer: After you have placed
the trailer in the designated area (dock or
parking) and completed your post trip inspection, unhook your airlines and wiring.
Then pull the fifth wheel pin to release trailer pin. Lower landing gear so it is approximately 1-2 inches above the ground. This
should be just enough room to slide the toes
of your shoe underneath. Then climb back in
the truck and drop the suspension by using
the proper switch on your dash. Place the
truck in drive, release brakes and slowly pull
away. This will drop the suspension and set
the trailer legs on the ground. Make sure
you flip the switch back after pulling out
from under the trailer.

Hopefully, by following these few simple
procedures we can eliminate some driver
fatigue, shoulder strain, and injuries. This
will also cut down on damage done to trucks
when the king pin is to high and we hit the
trailer, or when the trailer is too low and we
punch holes in the trailer with the fifth
wheel.
Whether you are using this technique or not,
always remember to exit the cab and check
the trailer height before backing under the
trailer.

Hooking to a trailer: Back up so your first set
of tandems are just under the nose of the
trailer. Flip the switch to lower your air suspension, set the truck brakes, and place the
transmission in neutral. Exit the truck, check

Brady Argyle
Risk Manager
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IS THE GRASS ALWAYS GREENER?

W

e’ve all heard the
expression: the
grass is greener on the
other side of the fence.”
I’ve thought about that
statement a lot over the
years and have personally
fallen victim to “greener
grass Syndrome!” Years
ago, I started my trucking
career and was with a major Utah carrier for about
4 years. My twin brother who is also in trucking,
convinced me to go apply for another local trucking
company. I did so, believing that I’d make more
money and have more opportunities by making this
career move/job change. Immediately, upon joining
the new company, I found that they had a completely different culture than the one I had come from.
Having only worked for one trucking company previously, I believed that all trucking companies were
the same. I could not have been more wrong. I
quickly discovered many things I did not like about
my new company. Additionally, I had joined the
new company during a time of turmoil (theirs not
mine) and after a short time, I made the decision to
leave and I had the good fortune of landing a job,
back at my previous company.

the attitude between the office operations staff and
our drivers was the best I’d ever seen in trucking. I
grew to really love the small company/family feel
working for Andrus. After working at Andrus for
two years, I was approached by a past acquaintance
and heavily recruited by him to become the President of a trucking company that he had started and
that was based in Salt Lake City. Initially, I balked
at the idea of leaving Andrus, but a significant health
event with my 14-year-old son, required a lot of
medical follow-up and the best follow-up available
in Utah was at Primary Children’s Hospital in Salt
Lake City. Another, factor in me considering this
new “opportunity” was my ego. Becoming the President of a trucking company, although much smaller
than Andrus, appealed to my ego in a way that it
probably shouldn’t have. I was promised the world
by the new trucking company and bought the selling
points, hook line and sinker. I decided to leave Andrus.
I went to work for the new company and once again,
in a very short time realized that all trucking companies are not equal. I won’t go into specific details
but me working for the new company was like trying
to put a round peg into a square hole. It just was not
a good fit for my experience and skillset. Additionally, the stress of running a small company with limited resources was draining. I had worked for the
new company for less than a year when I called
Jimmy Andrus, to see if there were any opportunities
to come back to Andrus. Jimmy and
Doug Dredge were
kind enough to hire
me back and allow
me to work out of
our old North Salt
Lake Terminal. I’ve
been at Andrus ever
since.

Fast forward to 2009. Some negative circumstances
had begun to crop up at the company I had been
working for. Even though I loved my job and had
been quite successful in it, I determined that once
again, I need to make a company change. I contacted Jim Andrus, interviewed with him and accepted a
job as the VP Operations for Andrus and moved my
family to St. George. I noticed immediately that
there were some big differences from the previous
trucking companies I had worked for, and Andrus.
Namely, that Andrus drivers were home much more
regularly, were in the office more regularly and that

Continued on page 9
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The reason I share this information is to hopefully
help some of you to not make the same mistakes that
I have made. All trucking companies need drivers.
All trucking companies compete for the same pool
of drivers. There are some fantastic things being
told to potential drivers by opportunistic trucking
company recruiters. Many of these recruiters will
say anything to get a driver to come work for their
company, even knowing that they are being untruthful.

we focus on getting our drivers home, providing a
consistent paycheck week in and week out and because we work as a team.

This kind of false advertising/recruiting has never
been the case at Andrus. Our recruiters are given
the job specifics of a run by the operations department. Lynn Shrum whom among many other responsibilities, also oversees’ our driver recruiting
department, would never let an Andrus Recruiter sell
a potential hire on something that is not true. Doing
so is unethical and not the Andrus Way.

I want to convey my personal appreciation for each
of you and all you do. Driving a truck is tough. We
know this. We appreciate you more than you know.
I’ll finish this article with something that I personally witnessed (and I hope that Jimmy Andrus won’t
mind that I share). A couple of years ago, we had a
Salt Lake Terminal Christmas Dinner at a restaurant
in Salt Lake City, Jimmy offered the blessing on the
food. During his heartfelt prayer, he prayed that our
drivers would be safe (as the weather was treacherous outside) and that their families would be protected. This was during a blessing on the food! Jimmy’s prayer for our drivers’ and their families’ safety, shows the kind of owner we have and the kind of
company that Andrus Transportation is. We care
about our employees, whether they be drivers, office
or shop employees and we play on the same team.

I’ve been in this Industry a long time and as I’ve
mentioned, have worked for several trucking companies. No company that I am aware of and I mean no
company, treats their drivers as well as Andrus.
From an executive group with “open doors to all
employees” to an owner that drives a truck (both to
service freight and keep in touch with the realities of
what our drivers go through), we work for a great
company. I don’t know of many trucking companies out there that offers 3 weeks vacation to their
drivers after 5 years. I’ve seen our employee benefits improve tremendously over the 10-years that I
have been associated with Andrus. Paid sick leave,
Andrus 401K contributions, extended vacation time,
paid holiday, etc., have all come about within the
past several years.

Is the grass greener somewhere? The answer is a
resounding YES….. right
here at good old Andrus
Transportation Services.

When Jimmy Andrus says, he wants our drivers and
office employees to have a great quality of life, he
means it. When I meet most drivers for the first
time, I generally tell them that working for Andrus is
like being on the television show “Cheers,” because
everybody knows your name. What I mean by this
is that you are a person and not a truck number at
Andrus. We all know each other. If you have a
complaint, you can air your complaint to management, without fear of retribution. Our driver turnover, while not perfect is much, much better than the
industry averages. The primary reason is because

Lee Garbett
Vice President—Dedicated, Flatbed and Logistics
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Cell Phones.. Are you Using them when you drive????
We all know that the Federal Regulation mandates that Commercial Drivers can only use hands-free
devices while driving. Handsfree is defined as: Designed to be operated without using the hands.
With this in mind, how many times have you picked up your phone or just held it in your hand not
thinking about it while you were driving?? It may seem harmless at the time, but then you get cut off
by a car causing you to get in an accident. Now there is a record of you doing something illegal. If you
were in California when this happened, you own the accident simply because you were doing something illegal when it happened. In other states you may still be liable for part of the accident just because your phone was in your hand.
The goal with Andrus is to eliminate the argument and potential allegations. Bottom line, having your
phone in your hand at all, for any reason is against DOT and Company Policy.
The Company Cell Phone Policy as of September 1, 2019:

Cell phone violations will be handled as follows: First violation will require a Defensive
Driving Course. This will be scheduled for you by the Andrus Safety Department. A second Violation within one year will result in termination of employment. Any violation after one year will be subject to suspension and or termination.
Failure to attend scheduled class will result in termination. Any cell phone event resulting
in an accident of any kind will result in termination.
Overall the majority of our drivers have done well with obeying this traffic regulation
and helping our Company continue into the new year with a fantastic Safety score. Thank
you for continuing the success of Andrus Transportation!
- Safety Office
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You may wonder where this story leads. We will start off with pets.
Those of us who have pets love them as they ARE a family member and
they are great companions. We as pet owners take on the responsibility
of keeping them safe, healthy and also cleaning up after them. They in
exchange love us unconditionally and are true loyal friends.
Here is where the Camel comes in. I am sure that you are all familiar with the phrase.

“The Straw That Broke The Camels Back.”
I am also sure that we all have seen signs No Pets—No Smoking—No Parking and the list
goes on and on No– No– No.

Do not be the straw that breaks the Camels Back!! Clean up after your pets!! Also do not
throw cigarette butts out on the ground and please do not leave trash behind where you have
parked overnight. Don’t sweep your trailers out and then leave the waste behind. Lets keep
a clean impression of Andrus Transportation wherever we go. To that end, I have ordered a
pet clean up station for the Fontana Yard so that we can keep it clean.

Shaun Daniels
Fontana Terminal Manager
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ANDRUS GOAL IS TO BE ON TIME 97% OF THE TIME….

W

ith the new year upon us, we have a

prevents you from being on time, don’t hesi-

few new and some of the same op-

tate to let us know. We will be happy to look

portunities as years past. Our goal as a com-

for options to save the load for on time deliv-

pany is to be on time 97% of the time. We

ery or if necessary, we will reach out to the

are very close to that over the past year aver-

customer with our ETA and go from there.

aging 96% or better. We are going to do our

We appreciate all that you

best to set our drivers up for successful trips,

do out there on the road,

safely and on time. To make this work more

especially during the win-

smoothly, drivers have the opportunity to

ter months. Keep going

send in macro 2, load confirmation to con-

and stay safe.

firm to your dispatcher you are good to go on

Garrett Costley
Director of Operations

the next load. Should anything come up that

Hi Everyone!
My name is Chelsea Devey, and I am in charge of content for the Andrus Transportation social media platforms! I would like to ask our drivers to please send me pictures from the
road! I would love to share them on our Facebook, Instagram and Twitter pages. Send
them to my email: chelsea@andrus.com. I also would love to hear what you want to see on
our social media pages, any ideas or suggestion please email me!

Follow Andrus us on:

Thank you!
CHELSEA DEVEY
Director of Customer Service
Social Media Content Manager
Women in Trucking Corporate Member
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SPOTLIGHT
JACOB MALIE
Hello everyone!

ried to my wife Michelle for 15 years and

My name is Ja-

we have three kids that keep us busy.

cob Malie and

When I’m not working, I enjoy spending

I am the new

time outdoors, hiking, fishing, and boating.

fuel manager. I

My wife has a home bakery called “The

am looking for-

Cookie Kitchen Bakery” and I help her run

ward to work-

and manage it. I love working with her and

ing with you all. I am excited to be a part

watching her grow her own business.

of this industry and all that it has to offer.

I am excited to be a part of the Andrus

My family and I have lived here in St.

team and to learn and grow from each of

George for the past 5 years and we are

you. Thank you for having me.

happy to call this home. I have been mar-

Friendly Reminder
Please report any spill, no matter what the size.

W

e have noticed recently that we

from accidently driving away with the fuel

have had several unreported fuel

nozzle.

spills at our terminals. The reason we ask you

We understand that things happen, we are

to say something to an office employee is

human. Please come in and report it, so

so that we can make sure it is cleaned up

that we can fix it or clean it up.

properly and in keeping with EPA regula-

Thank You
Fuel Department

tions. As a reminder of safe fueling procedures, please don’t leave your truck unattended, stay aware- try not to be distracted. This will help eliminate fuel spills and
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DRIVER SPOTLIGHT
The Man Behind the Wheel

C

harles Divan
(prefers to be called
Chuck) admits to not liking to talk about himself, but we did get him
to share some facts
about himself.

have paper logs. Solitude is what he enjoys
most about driving. Growing up his career ambition was to be a truck driver. His second choice
would be a coroner. We asked Chuck what
makes him get up and drive and he answered, the
Alarm clock.
On a more personal note, Chuck’s favorite movie
is Down Periscope starring Kelsey Grammer, Lauren Holly and Rob Schneider. His favorite style
of music is classic rock. We asked Chuck if he
won the lottery, what would be the first thing
that he did, and his reply was quit working and
take early retirement.

Chuck states his
hometown as Saint
George, Utah and home
is his favorite place to be. He is married and
has 2 children and 7 grandchildren.
Chuck has been driving for 40 years and has
been working for Andrus Transportation for 24
1/2 years. (WOW!! Congratulations Chuck).
Some of the advancements that he has seen
through his 40 years of driving is Qualcomm, Elogs and automatic transmission in the trucks.
Chuck says he is old school and would rather

Andrus would like to publicly thank Chuck for his
professional and dedicated attitude he brings to
the company. Chuck is a great driver and asset
to the Andrus Team. Thank you Chuck for all
you do!

DRIVER SPOTLIGHT
The Man Behind the Wheel

C

harles Fischer (prefers to be called Charlie)
hometown is Gilbert, Arizona and is favorite
travel spot is also Arizona. Home is his favorite
place to be. Charlie has 1 child and 3 grandchildren.

On a more personal not, Charles’s favorite type
of music is Country.
Charlie always has a smile on his face. Mary, his
driver manager, feels that Charlie is one of the
best drivers that she has gotten to work with.
Charlie is a good person and very willing to help in
every instance. He is willing to help new drivers
when they have questions and he gives good advice to drivers and to Mary when there is a problem.

Charlie has worked for Andrus for 8 years and
runs Arizona and California on Mary Faulkner’s
fleet. Charlie says his proudest moment working
at Andrus was in 2018, when he won 3rd place in
The Utah Trucking Association Annual Utah
Truck Driving Championship. There were hundreds of drivers from multiple companies competing and showcasing their driving skills.
(WOW!! Congratulations Charlie)

Andrus would like to publicly thank Charlie for his
great attitude and dedication. Charlie is a great
driver and always willing to
help out and give advice.
Thank you Charlie!

Charlie says his favorite part of working for Andrus is that he can drive nights. We asked him
what makes him get up and drive and his reply
was the alarm clock.
14
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DECEMBER 2019 AND JANUARY 2020
Glenn Shrum—21 Years

Brandon Starks—6 Years

Ediso Skoro—3 Years

Shaun Daniels—20 Years

Marcus Herring—5 Years

Dale Mecum—2 Years

Dean Cooley—19 Years

Christine Nielson—5 Years

Lori Stenberg—2 Years

Sam Gonzales—16 Years

Ontorio Montgomery—5 Years

Gregory Hannah—2 Years

Jeffery Wayman—16 Years

Kevin Powers—4 Years

Barry Blankenship—2 Years

Edward Nabozny—15 years

Allison Kelly—4 Years

Burke Johnson—2 Years

Darla Fox—14 Years

Kenneth Delaune—4 Years

Kevin Reed—2 Years

Anita Hall—12 Years

Betty Hardman—4 Years

Randy Russell—2 Years

John Taylor—12 Years

James Brabson—4 Years

George Zaragoza—1 year

James Southwick—9 years

Michelle Kastanes—3 Years

Shawn Good—1 Year

Bobby Cox—8 Years

Mindie Lanfear—3 Years

Terrence Moore—1 Year

Mark McEvoy—8 Years

Kevin Hyatt—3 Years

Chelsea Kolesar—1 Year

Geoffrey Icke—8 Years

Michael Damian—3 Years

Douglas Darby—1 Year

Candace Haupt—7 Years

Jesus Acuna—3 Years

Annie Gardner—1 Year

DRIVE SUCCESS HOME
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Dennis Joly

Jose Rodriguez

Christopher Fawcett

Nathan Germany

Eric Carlson

Johnnah Bagwell

Brett Whitney

Vick Dailey

Jason Torrez

Daniel Shaver

Derrick Johnson

Brian Elston

Aaron Porter

Josh Radford

Korene Thayer

Roger James

Felicia Radford

Simeon Tuitupou

Maranda James

Robert Timmons

Michael Irwin

Ryan Neff

Jeremy Adams

Shawn case

John Wilson

Kelli Car

Christon Welcher

Mike Tese

Scott Wylie

Lynn Nelson

Alfredo Rebaza

Charles Breckenridge

Rory Manning

Walter Quinonez

Jeffry Gould

Kyuona Henning

Kenneth Humphrey

Erminio Elkins

Quantus Evans

Greg Buchanan

Jameson Begaye

Jeffrey Prokopowicz

John Grant

Micah Tidwell

Mark Savedra

Anthony Keele

David Owen

Stephen Milinchuk

Tonga Koli

Robert Godding

Michael Fields

Chad Henson

Todd Lamberson

Byron Butler

Jeremy Scott Mangum

Billy Huey

Sean Wood

Anthony Mendoza

Charles Benner

Raymond Hunter

Brian Reade

Duncan McKenzie

Anthony Gonzales

WELCOME ABOARD NEW OFFICE AND SHOP EMPLOYEES
Angel Barbosa—Fontana Shop

Ashton Rowley—STG Shop

Reeda Delange—STG Receptionist

Trace Tidwell—STG Shop

Jacob Malie—Fuel Specialist

Chance Herring—STG Shop

Sandra Johnson—STG Safety Assistant

Austin Wood—STG Shop
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Coming from another trucking company—as most of us have.
I have seen a Family dynamic here that you don’t see in other companies.

Andrus is Family!
That being said, we do a lot of team effort work.

Dropping trailers with the landing gear at a good

Locals picking up loads and dropping in our yards

height to slide under, and not having to crank up or
down too much. Checking the safety features on

so other drivers can keep rolling.

the trailers and making sure the next guy isn’t going

Drivers helping with deliveries that have been

to get stuck with an issue that we knew about, but

dropped in the yards.

ignored.

Relays set up so we can make on time deliveries

Just think “How would I like to be the one picking

and help with driver’ time availability.

up this trailer, what would I want done for me?”

With all of this team work we need to be sure to be

I am very proud to say that I work for this company,

mindful of the “other guy”. Making sure we are

and all of you. I look forward to many more years

weighing out loads and putting scale tickets on

of growth in our Family.

loads that need them.

Donalee Alders
Dispatch

Driver Storage Suggestion
John Dobbs runs from St George to Salt Lake City

The lights are 2 strands of 4 lights, purchase price

and drives a 2020 Freightliner. He has a great idea

about $20.00 and labeled for the bed of a truck and

to maximize storage in the truck. He says, there is a

they are marked waterproof . Next he purchased a

lip above the sleeper where you can add storage to

12 volt plug, also at Wal-Mart automotive sec-

your bunk sleeper. John has taken a 1” X 12” X 8’

tion. John has also added supports on the sides so

piece of lumber and cut it down to 6’7”, it should

that the shelves don’t jump or shift while driv-

slide right on top of the lip in the bunk (its about 4”

ing. Johns also has plans to add additional lighting

all the way around.) Price of the lumber about

and a cover for the front to secure the contents.

$16.00 each. Then he has added lights that he has

Thank you John, for sharing your idea and plans for

purchased from the automotive section at Wal-

the extra storage.

Mart.
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CHRISTMAS 2019
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No Balloon Parking in the Andrus Yard!
Will be blown away at owners expense!
Tractors and Trailers Only!
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